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ABSTRACT:
As an important part of the scenic area infrastructure services, signage guiding system plays an indispensable role in guiding the way
and improving the quality of tourism experience. This paper proposes an optimal method in signage location selection and direction
content design in a scenic area based on geographic analysis. The object of the research is to provide a best solution to arrange
limited guiding boards in a tourism area to show ways arriving at any scenic spot from any entrance. There are four steps to achieve
the research object. First, the spatial distribution of the junction of the scenic road, the passageway and the scenic spots is analyzed.
Then, the count of scenic roads intersection on the shortest path between all entrances and all scenic spots is calculated. Next,
combing with the grade of the scenic road and scenic spots, the importance of each road intersection is estimated quantitatively.
Finally, according to the importance of all road intersections, the most suitable layout locations of signage guiding boards can be
provided. In addition, the method is applied in the Ming Tomb scenic area in China and the result is compared with the existing
signage guiding space layout.
1. INTRODUCATION
The scenic signage guiding system is refer to the space and
information environment, through different carriers, to
comprehensive solution to the information transmission,
identification, image transfer and other difficulties to help
foreign tourists to obtain the required information system in the
fastest time. As the important part of the tourism infrastructure,
the scenic signage guiding system help tourists get the correct
spatial direction and nearby environment information, ensure
the activities of tourists in normally order. There are many
problems in the scenic signage guiding system about the
location and direction content in many scenic areas in china
which is one of the countries in the world in which the tourism
industry grows very fast currently. There is no unified planning
of the layout of the scenic signage in order to cause that the
space layout of the signage is not reasonable to waste of
resources and so on. In the process of design the scenic signage,
just from the angle of scenic management, without systematic
theoretical guidance, and ignore the tourists' travel behaviour
which can impact the tourists' travel experiences.
Planning and design of the scenic signage guiding system
should be Meet the needs of the tourists walking rules and
resource saving. The direction content, location and number of
the signage need be fully optimized in scenic area. Tilden (1957)
has pointed out that the number of the signage does not require
too many very early, which not only caused visual fatigue for
tourists, but also increase the cost of construction of scenic area.
Good (1999) thought the insufficient number of signage could
not play the role of guiding effect, and may lead to that the
interruption of information, way finding difficulties and lost in
tourists. Therefore, the study of the optimal location selection
and direction content design method in the scenic signage has
very important application value to improve the tourists
experience and reduce the construction cost of scenic area. In

recent years, the domestic and foreign scholars have done a lot
of research work on the space layout of the scenic signage
guiding guidance system. Xia (1999) put forward planning
guide with the space layout by the angle of the cognitive
psychology of tourist attractions. Findlay (2004) analysis the
influence of different spatial layout mode of signage guide
board on tourists. Edwards (2013) exploited the analysis of its
spatial behavior characteristics by GPS track of tourists that
study the spatial distribution of the guide plate. Zhao (2010) put
forward the method of according to the number of tourists, the
importance of scenic spots and the geographic feature of the
scenic road network to construct the scenic signage guiding
system. However, among all these researches, the current
research focuses on the evaluation of the space layout of the
signage. In terms of spatial layout and design methods of
signage, there are far more qualitative analysis studies than
quantitative ones.
For this reason, this article presents the new method on
spatial characteristics of the scenic road network, and use GIS
spatial analysis method, put forward the optimal location and
content design method of the scenic signage guiding system.
According to spatial behaviour rule of tourists, this paper
simulated the tourist routes in scenic area, calculated of the
importance of each junction node in road network, statistic the
number and information of destination scenic spots in each
junction node which the simulated the tourist routes through,
and then automatically generate the optimal number, the layout
location and direction content of the signage in scenic area
2. METHOD
2.1 Basic thinking
The basic thinking of the method is shown in Figure 1.
From the point of view of the temporal and spatial distribution
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regulation of tourists travel in scenic area, firstly, this paper
used the road network data, scenic spots data (include location,
name and grade), passageway data (include location, name
and grade), extract road junction node according to the spatial
topological structure of road network data, simulate tourists
route by generated the shortest path between scenic spot and
scenic spot and the shortest path between scenic spot and
passageway, then statistic the spatial relation between the
junction node and tourists route to study the optimal number,
location selection and direction content design problem in
scenic area. In this paper, the research of the location selection
about the signage is default located at the junction node of the
road, and the direction content of the signage is the information
of the scenic spot.

(b) The shortest path between passageway and scenic spot
Figure.2.Simulate the tour route of tourists
{
}, where
In this paper, Scenic spot data is
{
},
is treated as the longitude of scenic spot,
is treated as the latitude of scenic spot,
is treated as the
grade of scenic spot which comes from the industry-standard of
Quality grade division and evaluation of scenic spot in china
{
},
(GB/T17775－2003). Passageway data is
{
},
where
is treated as the longitude of
passageway,
is treated as the latitude of passageway, and
is treated as quantity level of passageway tourists flow.
Based on the existing road network data of scenic area,
The directed shortest path between scenic spot data and
passageway data built, which the number of that is
. And
the directed shortest path between scenic spot and scenic spot
built, which the number of that is . At last, there are
simulated tourists routes in this paper, That is
{
}.
2.3 Computing the importance of junction node

Figure.1.The process of basic thinking
2.2 The simulation of tourists route
The location selection of signage in scenic area should put
tourist activities first and fully meet their tour needs (Moosavi,
2011). Kellne analysed daily travel activities regularly of
tourists by GPS trajectory data of tourists, and we discovered
that its tour route mainly focus on the route between
passageway and scenic spot and the route between scenic spot
and scenic spot. That is difficult in acquisition of GPS trajectory
data of tourists in different scenic spots. Therefore this paper
builds the shortest path between passageway to scenic spot and
shortest path between scenic spot and scenic spot to simulate
tour route of tourists according to scenic spot data, passageway
and road network data of scenic spot, as shown in figure 2. The
method to study the location selection of signage by simulating
tour route of tourists is feasible.

The signage is generally located in the important junction
road node in the scenic area, but the importance of the junction
node is determined by the management person, which lack of
scientific basis. This section could quantitative calculate the
value of the importance of each junction node through the
simulation of tourists routes. Firstly, there are road junction
node extract by the spatial topological structure of road network
data as the optional location of signage in this paper, namely
{
}, where
{
},
is treated as
the longitude of junction node,
is treated as the latitude of
junction node.
Loop through the spatial relationships among all junction
nodes (
) and tourists routes (
), when junction nodes
in the tourists route
or their distance in a certain
spatial threshold value, then the tourist route is identified that
through the junction node, as shown in figure 3.

(a) The junction node

in the tourist route

(a) The shortest path between scenic spot and scenic spot
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2.5 Content design of signage

(b) The distance between junction node and tourist route in a
certain spatial threshold value
Figure 3 Spatial relationships between intersection node and
tourist route
Then the grade of start scenic spot, the end scenic spot and
the passageway of tourist route through the junction node were
recorded, ultimately the value of the importance of junction
node is obtained by summation of the following formula.
∑

(

)

(1)

Where
is treated as the grade of start scenic spot or
passageway in tourist route , and
is treated as the grade of
destination scenic spot or passageway in tourist route .
Besides, the destination scenic spot
, its frequency
and its direction need to be counted where each tourist
route through the junction node .
Finally,
the importance of junction nodes which were
quantitative computed would be sorted descending, we could
obtained the value of the importance in each junction nodes
{
} , where
contain the information of
junction nodes
, the destination scenic spot
and its
frequency
and its direction which in the tourists route.
Those data were treated as basis of optimal location selection of
signage.
2.4 Optimal location selection of signage
In the condition that constraining the number of signage ,
and
, the junction nodes were selected in turn according
to the descending importance order of junction nodes
{
} , and the location result of signage is
{
}.
Facing with the optimal location selection of signage in
scenic area, the method built the function of the optimal
solution by considered the importance of the signage and the
construction cost set as follows.

∑

(2)

√
Where
(

After achieve the optimal selection number and the
location of the signage in scenic area, the direction content of
signage is most concerned for tourist. This paper can
automatically generate the direction content of the signage in
each selected junction node, which according to the destination
scenic spot and frequency data.
We assume that a signage should display
scenic
direction information. When the optimal location result of the
{
}, loop through the
signage in scenic area is
descending order of
and deal with it one by one according to
the following steps.
First of all, we sort the destination scenic data
in
descending order according to the direction β and frequency
to get the frequency decreasing scenic data
{
} in each direction.
When the number of crossing in junction nodes
is less
than , firstly, take out and record the highest frequency scenic
spot information
in all directions. Secondly, eliminate
the highest frequency scenic spot data in all directions and
assign
directing information, then select he highest
frequency scenic spot information in all directions. According
to the frequency descending sort, select the
scenic spot
information in order.
When the number of crossing in junction nodes
is
greater than or equal to , firstly, take out and record the
highest frequency scenic spot information
in all
directions, then sort in descending order and select scenic
spot information.
This method could get the most hot scenic spot that the
tourist want to go according to the number of the destination
scenic spot in tourist routes in each junction node and the
direction content of the junction node which reflecting the
humanization of tourism experience, which based on simulated
tourists routes.
3. TEST AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Test area and data preparation
In order to verify the effectiveness of the method described
in this paper, we select the Ming Tomb scenic area as the
experimental area which is China 5A grade scenic area. Ming
Tomb scenic area is located in Nanjing City, China, covers an
area of 1 million 700 thousand square meters, and was included
in the world heritage list. There are 39 scenic spots, 6
passageways (entrances and exits) and 47 emplaced signage and
road network data collected in scenic area, and the emplaced
signage data contain coordinate position and content, as shown
in Figure 4. 139 junction nodes were extracted in road network.
In 47 signage, there are 41 signage laid in the 29 junction nodes,
other 6 signage laid in the middle section of the route. Then, the
test results are analysed from the location selection and
direction content of signage in Ming Tomb scenic area.

represents the number of the signage,
)

∑
. As a convergence function, when
, the
objective function
achieved the maximum value.
According to the descending value of importance in each
{
} the optimal solution of
junction nodes
{
} , where
the signage in scenic area is
contain the location information of junction nodes and is the
optimal number.
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(a) The collected basic data in
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Figure.4.The test data in Ming Tomb scenic area
3.2 The Analysis of optimal selection result
According to the test data collected, the first step is to
simulate the tourist routes. There are 2116 simulation tourist
routes in Ming Tomb scenic area which by generated the
shortest path between scenic spot and scenic spot and the
shortest path between scenic spot and passageway, as shown in
Figure 5.

Junction node
Figure.6.The value of the importance in each junction node
The higher importance of several junction nodes
concentrated in the "Golden Bridge" area, which is located
nearby the most important entrance and connect to other scenic
spots and is the central region and the entire area of the traffic
arteries. Therefore, the result of the importance in each junction
nodes calculated is in accord with the actual situation.
According to the optimal location selection method in the
descending importance order of junction nodes, we get the
optimal distribution of the number of signage, as shown in
Figure 7. When the number is 56, the maximum value is
obtained.
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Figure.5.The compare between the simulation routes and the
actual tourists heat-map

Number
As shown in Figure 5(a), this paper analysis the hot spot by
discrete simulation of the tourist routes, and compared with the
tourists heat-map from Baidu Map (China's largest online map
service providers, real-time access to mobile data terminals
display traffic information, time:2016-04-03 12h). The hot area
in tourist route is basically same with the heap-map in Figure
5(b), so this is feasible through the simulation of the tourist
routes to represent the common tourist tour line.
After classification of the grade in scenic spots and
passageway, we set the distance threshold between the junction
node and the tourist route is 5 meters, calculate the value of the
importance in each junction node by this paper method, the
result as shown in Figure 6, Among them, the importance of
zero junction node is not on any tourist routes.

Figure.7. The optimal distribution of the number of
signage
The result about the optimal selected location and the
emplaced signage location compared shown in Figure.8. There
are 29 junction node have emplaced signage, and the number is
53 is this paper. 20 are in agreement with the current location,
and the anastomosis rate is 68.9%. In "export to the altar", "old
villa" and "Zixia Lake" region in The Ming Tomb scenic area,
there has no signage, although the region is relatively remote, it
should be deployed, used to guide tourists.
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pros and cons of the layout program. Therefore, this paper has
an important reference value for the location selection of
signage in scenic area which based on spatial analysis and the
theory of tourist behaviour.
The location analysis of signage in scenic area involves
many aspects of the service management of the scenic. Next,
this paper will get further and deep study of the no-junction
nodes location selection, expand the direction content to other
services and establish a systematic evaluation mechanism of
signage, construct t signage guiding system to meet the needs of
the tourists from the point of view of spatial analysis.
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3.3 The Analysis of direction content design
In the actual layout of the direction content in signage, in
addition to scenic spots, some infrastructure such as the
bathroom and the entrance also in direction content, but the
experiment of this paper only studies the information of scenic
spot. In this test, we set up 5 direction content about scenic
spots, and the junction node is consistent with the area of 20
which in agreement with the current location. The average
accuracy of the direction content design compared with current
design is 48% based the method in this paper, as shown in
Figure.9. Although the average accuracy is not high, but this
method is based on the behaviour of tourists, refer to the most
want to go to the scenic spot at the junction node.
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4. CONCLUSION
This paper is aimed at the problem of optimal signage
location selection in scenic area, based on the data of the scenic
spot, the passageway and the road network, simulated tourist
routes, put forward a new method about the optimal location
selection and direction content design by statistic spatial
relationship, quantitative calculate of the optimal layout location
and direction content, test at the Ming Tomb scenic area which
located in Nanjing City, China. Although there are some
differences between the experimental results and the actual
location and content of signage, the method is based on the
tourist route, and simulates the behaviour of the tourists, In
addition, there is no better evaluation criterion to determine the
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